
2022 
Kia Seltos



Go your own way
Seltos stands apart in the popular world of compact SUV’s. 
Sophisticated, assertive, highly intelligent, it's hard to imagine 
a more spirited vehicle, or one that expresses your own 
individualism so eloquently.

Overseas model shown
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Life is what you make it
At Kia, we believe movement inspires ideas. Great ideas 
come to you when you're on the move. Whether you're 
walking, traveling on a train or driving. 

It's why we create the spaces and the time you need to bring 
ideas to life. Very like the experience that awaits you behind 
the wheel of every Kia. With our design, space innovation, 
purpose driven technology and built in sustainability, we aim 
to inspire every time you encounter the Kia brand. 

Because you never know where your next big idea awaits. 
But they are out there. Waiting to be discovered. So, what 
are you waiting for? Get moving. Get inspired.



Bold design that 
catches the eye
From every angle, Seltos epitomises the distinctive, 
striking exterior design that has gained worldwide acclaim 
and become the hallmark of Kia. 

The long bonnet, muscular front bumper and sharp 
creases pressed into the bodywork all speak to the 
purposeful intent of the vehicle. The wide tiger-nose grill 
continues the theme, as does the vehicle’s tapering line to 
the rear. 

This commanding and confident presence is reiterated in 
the intricate design of LED headlights, the 3D multi-layer 
indicators and LED fog lights. Also notice the rear bumper 
with its metallic muffler effect, another nod to Seltos’s 
dynamic, sporty nature.

Seltos offers a choice of 16, 17 or 18 inch premium 
crystal-cut alloy wheels to complete the package.

Overseas model shown Not all features are available on all models.
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In the cabin of your Seltos, you’ll find the perfect expression of 
contemporary automotive design. The use of high-quality 
materials, the advanced ergonomics and impressive technology 
all elevate your driving experience.

Sitting comfortably with a commanding view of the road, you 
have easy access to the many driver assistance technologies.  
This lets you focus on driving and reduces fatigue. Everything  
is clearly displayed on two screens, the 10.25-inch infotainment 
touchscreen and 7.0-inch LCD instrument cluster.

Technology also plays its part in keeping you comfortable 
throughout your journey. Three-stage heated seats ensure that 
both driver and front seat passenger are snug and warm even 
on the coldest days. The seats also feature the additional benefit 
of a three-stage ventilation system to provide different levels of 
comfort during warmer days. The climate control is one-touch 
simple; you simply set your preferred temperature and the 
automatic system takes charge until you change or cancel it.

Along with a BOSE eight speaker, premium sound system, the 
cabin is fitted with a Sound Mood Lighting System, emitting soft 
light from the door panels. The system pulses in time to the beat 
of the music, with eight customisable colours and six themes, 
including a unique 3-D patterned surface on the door panels.

Step into the future

Overseas model shownNot all features are available on all models.
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Kia’s comprehensive safety systems work together to ensure you 
and your passengers are well protected, whatever your journey 
brings.

Seltos is fitted with six airbags, as well as a suite of electronic vehicle 
safety systems. These include Kia’s vehicle stability management 
system, incorporating Traction Control and Electronic Stability Control.

The vehicle is also fitted with ABS and Brake Force Assist both 
ensuring your brakes give optimal performance at all times. Helping 
you at slower speeds, front and rear parking sensors make easy work 
of negotiating narrow openings and tight spaces, and Hill Start Assist 
ensures smooth take-off, even on steep inclines.

A range of alerts and assists, including Safe Exit Alert, Driver Attention 
Alert, Blind Spot Collision Avoidance Assist and Rear Cross Traffic 
Collision Avoidance Assist, are there to protect you when your view is 
blocked or isn’t clear. 

Safety that’s with you  
all the way

Overseas model shown
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In the right vehicle even the most mundane journey can become  
a pleasure that lifts the spirits. Seltos is one of those rare vehicles.
Seltos offers an exciting choice of newly developed third 
generation Smartstream petrol engines. These highly efficient 
power plants deliver performance while improving fuel efficiency 
and lowering emissions.
  
Choose from the Limited AWD, featuring a dynamic 1.6 litre T-GDI 
turbo petrol engine with 7-speed dual clutch transmission, or 
models powered by a naturally aspirated 2.0 litre petrol engine 
with intelligent variable transmission. Balancing liveliness with 
smoothness, both powertrains reward you, whatever your journey.

To further elevate your driving experience, Seltos is equipped with 
Drive Mode Select. A single turn of a knob lets you make your 
Seltos more responsive or reduce its petrol consumption. Eco 
maximises fuel saving, while Sport increases throttle response as 
well as stiffening the suspension. Normal mode provides a careful 
balance between the two.

An elevated driving 
experience

Overseas model shown
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The technologically advanced Seltos has an impressive  
10.25-inch infotainment touchscreen equipped with split-screen 
functionality. The screen displays up to three applications 
simultaneously, e.g. rearview monitor, navigation and media, 
giving you even greater control of the vehicle when you need it.

Certain apps on your smartphone can be paired with the 
infotainment system using Apple CarPlayTM or Android AutoTM. 
To keep your phone charged on longer journeys there’s a 
wireless charging pad at the front of the centre console.

The exciting tech isn’t confined to your touchscreen. The smart 
key you carry in your pocket or bag lets you lock or unlock  
your Seltos remotely at the touch of a button. There’s also an 
electrochromic rear-view mirror, which automatically controls 
the glare from the headlights of the vehicle behind you.

Plug into  
advanced tech

Not all features are available on all models.
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Body colours

16" ALLOY 
(LX & LX Plus)

18" ALLOY 
(Limited & Limited AWD)

17" ALLOY 
(EX)

Wheels

Two-tone black roof options are available for selected colours and models for 
an additional $500. See kia.co.nz for details.

DUAL TONESINGLE TONE

Snow White Pearl Clear White Steel Grey

Starbright Yellow Dark Ocean BlueMars Orange

Cherry Black

Dark Ocean Blue 
w. Black Roof
Available on LX and LX Plus only.

Starbright Yellow 
w. Black Roof
Available on LX, LX Plus, Limited 
and Limited AWD.

Clear White 
w. Black Roof
Available on LX, LX Plus, Limited 
and Limited AWD.
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LX LX PLUS EX LIMITED LIMITED TURBO AWD

LX LX PLUS EX LIMITED LIMITED TURBO AWDSPECIFICATIONS
2022 SELTOS

MECHANICAL

Engine 2.0L DOHC MPI D-CVVT Petrol (Atkinson Cycle) 1.6L DOHC T-GDI D-CVVT Petrol

Displacement 1,999 cc 1,591 cc

Compression Ratio 12.5 : 1 10.0 : 1

Maximum Power 110 kW @ 6,200 rpm 130 kW @ 6,000 rpm

Maximum Torque 180 Nm @ 4,500 rpm 265 Nm @ 1,500 - 4,500 rpm

Fuel Consumption - combined* 6.8L / 100 km 7.6L / 100 km

CO2 Emissions - combined* 157g / km 175g / km

TRANSMISSION

Gearbox Intelligent Variable Transmission 7-speed Dual Clutch 
Transmission

Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive All Wheel Drive

SUSPENSION

Front Suspension McPherson Strut

Rear Suspension Coupled Torsion Beam Axle (CTBA) Multi-Link

WHEELS & TYRES

Tyres / Wheels 205 / 60 R16 215 / 55 R17 235 / 45 R18

Wheel Size / Type 16” Alloys 17” Alloys 18” Alloys

Spare Wheel Type Temporary Steel Full Size Alloy Full Size Alloy

Front Braking System 280mm Ventilated Discs 305mm Ventilated Discs 

Rear Braking System 262mm Solid Discs 284mm Solid Discs

STEERING

Steering System Motor Driven Power Steering (MDPS)

Minimum Turning Radius 5.3m

Steering Wheel Adjustment Tilt & Telescopic

SAFETY FEATURES**

Safety Rating 5 star ANCAP (2019 Standard)

Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB) with Car & Pedestrian Detection with Car, Pedestrian, Cyclist & Junction/Turning Detection

Blind Spot Detection (BSD) - ● ● ● ●

Blind Spot Collision Avoidance Assist (BCA) - ● ● ● ●

Safe Exit Alert (SEA) - ● ● ● ●

Rear Seat Occupant Alert ● ● ● ● ●

Rear Cross Traffic Collision Avoidance Assist (RCAA) - ● ● ● ●

Lane Keep Assist System (LKAS) - Line / Road Edge ● ● ● ● ●

Lane Follow Assist (LFA) - - - ● ●

Driver Attention Alert (DAA) ● ● ● ● ●

ABS Brakes with VSM, ESC & DBC ● ● ● ● ●

Cruise Control ● - - - -

Advanced Smart Cruise Control with Stop & Go - ● ● ● ●

Hill Start Assist Control (HAC) ● ● ● ● ●

High Beam Assist (HBA) ● ● ● ● ●

Electronic Parking Brake with Auto Hold - ● ● ● ●

Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) ● ● ● ● ●

Dual Front & Side Airbags ● ● ● ● ●

Dual Side-Curtain Airbags ● ● ● ● ●

Front Seatbelt Pretensions / Load Limiters ● ● ● ● ●

Seatbelt Reminders (All Seats) ● ● ● ● ●

3-point ELR Seatbelts (All Seats) ● ● ● ● ●

Speed Sensing Auto Door Lock ● ● ● ● ●

Impact Sensing Auto Door Unlock ● ● ● ● ●

Manual Child Safety Rear Door Locks ● ● ● ● ●

Child Seat Anchors - Rear Seat 2 x ISOFIX / 3 x Top Tether

Engine Immobiliser ● ● ● ● ●

Remote Keyless Entry ● ● ● ● ●

Front & Rear Parking Sensors Rear only ● ● ● ●

Rearview Monitor with Dynamic Guidelines ● ● ● ● ●
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LX LX PLUS EX LIMITED LIMITED TURBO AWD LX LX PLUS EX LIMITED LIMITED TURBO AWD

EXTERIOR FEATURES

Front Headlights Halogen Projection LED

Rear Taillights Halogen LED

Daytime Running Lights Halogen LED

Front Fog Lights - - Halogen LED

Rear Spoiler with LED High-Mounted Brake Light ● ● ● ● ●

Electrically Adjustable Side Mirrors ● Heated & Folding with LED Side Indicators

Satin-Finish Beltline - - ● ● ●

Chrome Outside Door Handle - - - ● ●

Silver Painted Skid Plate - Front & Rear ● ● ● ● ●

Privacy Glass - Rear & Back Windows - ● ● ● ●

Shark Fin Antenna ● ● ● ● ●

Aeroblade Wipers - - - ● ●

Roof Rails ● ● ● ● ●

INTERIOR FEATURES

Seating Configuration 5 Seats

Seat Trim Cloth Cloth & Synthetic Leather Synthetic Leather

Synthetic Leather Steering Wheel ● ● ● ● ●

Adjustable Driver’s Seat Manual with Height Adjustment 8-way Power Adjustment with 2-way Lumbar Support

Adjustable Front Passenger’s Seat Manual with Height Adjustment 8-way Power Adjustment

Heated Front Seats (3-stage) - - - ● ●

Ventilated Front Seats (3-stage) - - - ● ●

2-step Rear Seat Recline ● ● ● ● ●

60:40 Split Folding Rear Seat ● ● ● ● ●

Chrome Inside Door Handle - - ● ● ●

Passenger Seat Back Pocket - - ● ● ●

Front Seats Headrest Adjustment - Up, Down & Sliding ● ● ● ● ●

Sliding Centre Console Armrest - - ● ● ●

Parcel Shelf ● ● ● ● ●

Luggage Net Hook ● ● ● ● ●

COMFORT & CONVENIENCE FEATURES

8” Colour LCD Touchscreen ● - - - -

10.25” Colour LCD Touchscreen with Split Screen 
Function - ● ● ● ●

Radio with MP3 Compatible Audio Player ● ● ● ● ●

DAB Digital Radio - ● ● ● ●

Satellite Navigation - ● ● ● ●

6-speaker Audio System ● ● ● - -

BOSE® Premium Sound System with 8 Speakers - - - ● ●

Instrument Cluster 3.5” TFT LCD Supervision Cluster 7” Colour TFT LCD Supervision Cluster

Sound Mood Lighting - - - ● ●

Bluetooth® Multi-Connection with Voice Recognition ± ● ● ● ● ●

Wireless Smartphone Charger ± - - - ● ●

Apple CarPlayTM ° ● ● ● ● ●

Android AutoTM ° ● ● ● ● ●

8” Colour Head-up Display - - - ● ●

USB Charging Ports - 1 x Front Console 1 x Front Console & 1 x Behind Centre Console

12V Power Outlets 2 x Front Console 1 x Front Console

Steering Wheel Mounted Controls Audio & Cruise Control

Drive Mode Select - Normal, Eco, Sport ● ● ● ● ●

Air Conditioning Manual 3-stage Climate Control with Second Row Air Vents

Auto Window Defogger - - ● ● ●

Power Windows - Front & Rear ● ● ● ● ●

Driver’s Auto Up / Down Safety Window Auto down only ● ● ●

Electrochromic Rearview Mirror - ● ● ● ●

Smart Key with Engine Start / Stop Button - - ● ● ●

Auto Light Control ● ● ● ● ●

Rain Sensing Front Wipers - - - ● ●

Illuminated Front Vanity Mirrors - ● ● ● ●
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LX LX PLUS EX LIMITED LIMITED TURBO AWD

Information contained herein is for comparative purposes only. Specifications are correct at time of printing, and may vary to the above at any given time.
* Fuel consumption figures are stated for the purpose of comparison. Actual results achieved will differ according to operating conditions and driving style.
** Safety technologies are supplemental systems and do not replace the need for the driver to exercise care and attention.
± Not all smartphones / devices may be compatible.
° Apple CarPlayTM requires an iPhone 5 or later. It is recommended to always update your iPhone to the latest iOS release. Use the Apple Lightning cable provided with your phone, or an Apple-certified Lightning cable. Kia cannot guarantee continued compatibility.
° Android AutoTM requires an Android phone with Android 5.0 Lollipop or higher. It is recommended to always update your phone to the latest OS release. Use the USB cable provided with your phone. Kia cannot guarantee continued compatibility.
Specifications apply to 2022 (MY22) Seltos models. Kia New Zealand Limited reserves the right to discontinue or change the models, features, specifications, options, designs and prices of products referred to in this brochure without incurring any liability 
whatsoever to any purchaser or prospective purchaser of any such products.

DIMENSIONS

Overall Length  4,370 mm

Overall Width 1,800 mm

Overall Height 1,615 mm (incl. roof rails)

Wheelbase 2,630 mm

Minimum Ground Clearance 177 mm

WEIGHTS & CAPACITIES

Kerb Weight - Minimum / Maximum 1,295 / 1,385 kg 1,410 / 1,500 kg

Cargo Capacity - Rear Seats Up / Down (VDA) 468 L / 1,428 L 433 L / 1,393 L

Towing Capacity - Braked / Unbraked 1,100 kg / 600 kg 1,250 kg / 600 kg

Fuel Tank Capacity 50 L
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All new Kia Passenger Vehicles come with an impressive 
5-Year/100,000 km (whichever comes first) Warranty 
Programme covering against manufacturing or assembly 
defects. This warranty programme is transferable between 
owners and emphasises our commitment to our customers.

A Roadside Assistance Programme for the duration of the 
Warranty Period is also offered on every new Kia at no cost. In 
the unlikely event that your Kia has broken down, help is only a 
call away and trained staff will be despatched to your location. 
If a repair cannot be conducted on the spot, the vehicle will be 
towed free of charge to the nearest Kia dealer.

If you and your new Kia were unfortunately involved  
in an incident or crash that requires body repairs to your 
Kia, Kia Incident Care is here to help you, and is free for 
the first five years. 

5 YEAR Warranty
Programme

(OR UP TO 100,000 KMS)

5 YEAR Roadside
Assist
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That's why we take pride in rising to meet the expectations 
and challenges of the 21st century while making tangible 
contributions to the preservation of the environment and 
sustainable development of society.

Our environmental research centre spearheads our drive for 
the production of clean hybrid and fuel-cell vehicles to lead 
the way to eco-friendly cars for a greener tomorrow for you, 
your children and all of us.

From design through to recycling, we create innovative 
products, adhering to state-of-the-art Design for Recycling 
(DfR) guidelines. Even at the end of your car's life, we aim 
for eco-friendly return and treatment.

Operating a rigid process, we guarantee environmental 
protection in the treatment of harmful waste substances. 
These are then recycled or recovered, ensuring the highest  
level of environment protection.

As you can see, what you do on a small scale with your 
household refuse, we at Kia do on a large scale.

SO YOU VALUE SUSTAINABLE 
LIVING? WE DO TOO.

Eco
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